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(57) ABSTRACT

A method and apparatus for power control on a first channel

that is shared by multiple mobile stations transmitting to

base stations in a telecommunication system. An initial

mobile station transmission power level is set on the first

channel that is shared in the random access mode. The
transmission power level may be determined based on a

desired performance level of the first channel. The method

and system may be eflBciently applied on a channel that

carries a transmission in one or more bursts, with each burst

including the same or a varying number of frames of varying

sizes. The method and apparatus utilizes a second channel

that is shared by multiple mobile stations for transmitting the

power control signaling from the base stations to the mobile

stations.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR POWER
CONTROL ON A COMMON CHANNEL IN A Mean output power (dBnU ~ -mean input power (dBm) (1)

TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM -73

5 +NOM_PWR (dBm)

HELD OF THE INVENl^ION 4.iNrr_PWR (dSm)

+ the sum of all access

This invention relates to power control in cellular tele-

communication systems and, more particularly, to a method P"''^ coirections

and system for power control on a common channel that may

be shared by a plurality of mobile stations operating in a

cellular telecommunication system. The values NOM_PWR and 1NIT_PWR are system

parameters having values assigned by the system. The mean

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION input power is the total received power at the mobile station

antenna connector.

Power control for mobile station transmissions is an ANSI-008 standard equation is similar but, because

important aspect of cellular telecommunication systems. Qf ^he frequency difference, has a constant equal to 76

One type of cellular technology in which power control is instead of 73 and also includes an additional value that is

particularly important is code division multiple access added to increase the range of NOM_PWR, the additional

(CDMA) technology. In a CDMA-type system multiple value being defined as 16*N0M_PWR_EXT, which is a

users, each using a channel identified by a uniquely assigned system parameter. lS-95 could also be modfied to include a

digital code, simultaneously communicate with the system similar value.

while sharing the same wideband frequency spectrum. In a 25 ^^^^ ^^^-^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^y^j^^^
CDMA cellular system, the signals from multiple mobile ^^^^ .^j^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^ ^i^^er the

stations are received at the same frequency simultaneously ^^^-^^ ^^^^-^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^e base station to

at a base station. Because of the nature of CDMA the mobile station. A dedicated reverse traffic channel and a

demodulation, it is necessary that the signal received at the dedicated forward traffic channel are then assigned for the

base station from each mobile station be as close as possible call. When transmitting on the IS-95 reverse traffic channel,

to a single power level so that the signal from one mobile the mobile station initializes at the power level at which

station does not overwhelm the signal from another mobile access was obtained on the acc:ess channel using the open

station (near-far problem). loop process defined by equatibriXi)- Once the reverse traffic

, . » , . 35 channel transmission power level is initialized and the call
In a CDMA cellular system a power control process may . . . ^ u-i * *u i u •

: . begms, the system and mobile station then also begin a
be used to control each mobile station s transmission power^^

^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ loop power
level so that the signal level received at the base station from

^^^^^^j p^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^-^^^ j^^^j ^^^^-^^^ ^^^^
each mobile station is as close as possible to a single

^^^^^^^ f^om each mobile station transmitting on a reverse

predetermined level. Additionally, the power control process 40 u-affic channel to be set as close as possible to a single

may also be used to assure that the received signal levels at predetermined level. In the closed loop power control

the base station are of an adequate level, so that calls are not process, the base station transmits closed loop power control

dropped. One example of a CDMA mobile station power corrections in the form of power control bits to the mobile

control scheme is the power control used by systems speci- station that are transmitted in a power control subchannel

ficd in the 45 that is included in the forward traffic channel. A single power

^ , . . , . . . . /r., . control bit is transmitted in the power control subchannel
Telecommunications Industry Association/Electronic

^^^^ ^ msec. A "one" bit transmitted in the power
Industries Association (TIA/EIA) IS-95 standard. Another

subchannel indicates that the mobile station should
related CDMA mobile station power control scheme is the

increase its transmission power 1 dB, while a "zero" bit

power control used by systems specified in the ANSI-008 50 indicates that the mobile station should decrease its trans-

standard, which is the personal communications system mission power 1 dB. Each time a valid control bit is received

(PCS) 1900 MHz version of 18-95. at the-mobile station in the power control subchannel, the

In IS-95, a mobile station first adjusts its transmission ^''^^'^ ^^^^i^"
l^jj^'^fJ^'il^^P^^ P^^' ^^^^'^

"^T^" H
power level using an access channel assigned to a base

an increment of 1 dB. The mobile station is capable of

^ . u u- u .u u'l * *' • *• 55 adjusting; the.transmission p,bwer within a range of ±24 dB
station through which the mobile station is attempting to •' j .f 1 t i u 1 * 1

, rj, . u-1 * ?• around the level set by the open loop power control process
gain access to the system. To gam access, the mobile station ^^^^ ^^J^^ ^^^^
follows an open loop power control process that invo ves

transmission power of the mobile station on the reverse
transmittmg access probe transmissions at a relatively low ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^-^^^^ ^ ^^^^ a desired power level is

power level on the access channel and gradually mcreasing
^ reached and ^maintained: The mobile station also simulta-

the level of subsequent access probe transmi.ssions in access neously continues the open loop power control process, this

probe correction increments set by the system, until a ^^^^ ^^^^^ t^e forward traffic channel. In the open loop
response is obtained from the system and the mobile station process the mean input power received on the forward traffic

gains access to the system. The access probe includes an channel is the determining value. When involved in the call,

access preamble and an access channel message capsule. 65 the inputs that effect changes in the mobile station's trans-

The transmission power of each access probe transmission mission power are the mean input power as received from

on the access channel is given by the equation: the base station on the forward traffic channel and the closed

04/26/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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3
loop power corrections indicated by the power control bits

received on the forward power control channel. During a

call, the mobile station output power level on the reverse

traffic channel is given by the equation:

5

Mean output power (dDm) = -ntean input power (dBm) (2)

-73

+NOM_PWR (dBm)

+INrr_PWR (dBm)

+ the sum of ail access

probe corrections

+ the sum of all closed loop 15

power control corrections

As for equation (1), the ANSI-008 standard equation is

similar but, because of the frequency difference, has a 20

constant equal to 76 instead of 73 and also includes an

additional value that is added to increase the range of

NOM_PWR, the additional value defined as 16*N0M„
PWR_EXT, which is a system parameter.

A third generation CDMA system is being developed to 25

provide more sophisticated and better services (data, etc.)

than provided by IS-95 and eventually to replace IS-95. In

the proposed standard for third generation CDMA known as

CDMA 2000 TTU-R RTT, it has been proposed that third

generation systems have a common control channel that is 30

not used in IS-95. The reverse common control channel

(R-CCCH) has been proposed as a common random access

channel to be shared by multiple mobile stations to allow

transmissions to the system without explicit authorization by

a base station. It is planned that the R-CCCH be used for 35

control signaling and data transmissions. Each R-CCCH is

distinguished by a different long code. Each R-CCCH also

has a corresponding forward common control channel

(F-CCCH) that carries transmissions from a base station.

The F-CCCH is shared by multiple mobile stations with 40

each data or control signaling transmission on the F-CCCH
including address information indicating the particular

mobile station to which it is addressed. Data transmitted on

the R-CCCH would be included in the access channel

message capsule portion of the access probe. In the CDMA 45

2000 ITU-R RTF standard, it is proposed that the same type

of access probe sequence power control as used for the

access channel in IS-95 be used for transmission on the

R-CCCH.

Because of differences between IS-95 and third- 50

generation systems, the use of IS-95 access channel or

similar type power control on the R-CCCH could cause

problems in third generation CDMA systems. If the access

probe sequence type is begun and received at too high a

transmission power, the base station will not signal the 55

mobile station to adjust its transmission power downward

during the transmission and the R-CCCH transmission may
disturb transmissions of other mobile stations. Also, the

F-CCCH is shared by multiple mobile stations, and trans-

missions on the R-CCCII may be made in one or more 60

bursts, with each burst including the same or a varying

number of frames. With the third generation system

R-CCCH potentially carrying a substantial amount of data

and signaling, capacity could be lost due to delay from the

need to transmit an overly long access probe sequence in 65

order to receive acknowledgment, when the access probe

sequence is begun at too low a power level.

785 Bl

4
OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

It is an object and advantage of this invention to provide

a method and system for power control on a channel that is

shared by multiple users in a telecommunication system.

Another object and advantage of this invention is to

provide a method and system for power control on a channel

that is shared by multiple users through random access in a

telecommunication system.

A further object and advantage of this invention is to

provide a method and system for power control on a channel

that carries transmissions in one or more bursts, with each

burst including the same or a varying number of frames of

varying sizes.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a method and apparatus

for power control on a channel that is shared by multiple

mobile stations transmitting to base stations in a telecom-

munication system. The mobile stations may share the

channel in the random access mode. The method and appa-

ratus allows the system to set an initial mobile station

transmission power level and may be efficiently applied on

a channel that carries a transmission in one or more bursts,

with each burst including the same or a varying number of

frames of varying sizes. The method and apparanis utilizes

a common channel that is shared by multiple mobile stations

for transmitting the power control signaling from the base

station to the mobile station.

In an embodiment of the invention, the method and

system is implemented on a reverse common control chan-

nel (R-CCCH) of a code division multiple access (CDMA)
system. Prior to the transmission of data or control infor-

mation by a mobile on the R-CCCH, a parameter measure-

ment is performed at the base station on a reverse measure-

ment channel that is associated with the R-CCCH and has a

transmission power level that has a predetermined relation-

ship with the transmission power level of the R-CCCH. The

reverse measurement channel may be a reverse pilot channel

associated with the R-CCCH, and the measurements may be

performed during an initial access probe from the mobile

station on the R-CCCH. A power value associated with the

parameter measured on the measurement channel is then

determined. The power value may indicate the ratio of the

energy per bit, E^ to the effective noise power spectral

density, N^ value for both the R-CCCH and measurement

channel combined. The power value is compared to a

predetermined threshold power value in the base station. In

the embodiment, the predetermined threshold power value

that is compared to the power value may be determined

based on a probability of frame error rate that is associated

with a desired probability of a transmission on the R-CCCH
being successful. The predetermined threshold power value

may indicate a threshold ratio of energy per bit, E^ to the

effective noise power spectral density, N„ for both the

R-CCCH and measurement channel combined. The base

station then transmits a power control message to the mobile

station that includes a power control command indicating a

power control increment or, alternatively, a transmission

power level for the mobile station on the R-CCCI I according

to the comparison of the power value and the predetermined

threshold power value. The power control message may be

transmitted to the mobile station on a forward common
control channel (F-CCCH). After receiving the power con-

trol message, the mobile station transmits the data or control

information using an initial transmission power according to

the power control command. During the transmission on the

04/26/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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R-CCCH, multiple measurements are made on the reverse tion. A mobile station may attempt to obtain access to a

measurement channel. The time interval T„ between the random access channel when it is necessary for the mobile

measurements may be based upon the sizes of the frames station to transmit the control information or data to a base

available on the F-CCCH for sending the power control station. The forward Unk common control channel may carry

messages. The F-CCCH may have multiple frame sizes 5 control information or data that is addressed to a specific

available. In the embodiment, F-CCCH frame sizes of 5 "^^^ile station. A mobile station that may receive informa-

msec, 10 msec or 20 msec are used, giving a T„ of 5 msec, ^^^n or data on the forward link common channel monitors

10 msec or 20 msec and a power control update frequency
a" transmissions for information identifying that a particular

of 200 Hz, 100 Hz or 50 Hz. Each power control message transmission is addressed to the mobile,

may include the electronic serial number (ESN) of the lo Each of base stations 102, 104, 106, 108 and 110 provides

mobile station to which the base station is transmitting the coverage over a separate area of system 100, shown as cell

power control message. If a burst of N frames transmitted by A, cell B, cell C. cell D and cell E, respectively, in FIG. 1.

the mobile station after receiving the power control Base stations 102, 104, 106, 108 and 110 are connected to

message, including the power command, results in a frame system controller and switch 112 by connections as m a

error rate greater than the rate used to determine the thresh- is conventional cellular system. System controller and switch

old power value used to generate the power control 112 may be connected to a public switched telephone

command, the transmission of the burst may be repeated network to allow subscribers of cellular system 100 to make

using a new threshold power level that is determined from and receive phone calls from the landline public network. In

a frame error rate that is assigned with a successively higher the embodiment of FIG. 1, cell A, ceU B, cell C and cell D

probability of a burst on the R-CCCH being successful, until 20 are shown to be of about the same size and may be the size

the burst is received correctly or a timeout occuis. of what is commonly called a "microcell" or a cell of about

500 meters in width. A micro cell of system 100 may require

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS a maximum mobile station transmission power level of

approximately 200 mw. Cell E of system 100 is shown to be

The above set forth and other features of the invention are contained within the coverage area of cell C and may be the

made more apparent in the ensuing Detailed Description of
gj^e of what is commonly called a "picocell" or a ceU of

the Invention when read in conjunction with the accompa- ^bout 100 meters in width. A picocell of system 100 may
nying drawings wherein: require a maximum mobile station transmission power level

FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of a telecommunica- of approximately 20 mw.

tions system constructed according to an embodiment of the 3Q in the embodiment of FIG. 1, cellular system 100 may
present invention; operate according to the Code Division Multiple Access

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of portions of a mobile station (CDMA) cellular system standard specified in the document,

of the embodiment of the invention shown in FIG. 1; "'ITie CDMA 2000 ITU-R RTF Candidate Submission,"

FIG, 3 is a block diagram of portions of a base station of published by the Telecommunications Industry Association,

the embodiment of the invention shown in FIG. 1; 35 TR-45.5 Subcommittee, Apr. 2, 1998 (CDMA 2000), with

„_ . . „ Ml * „ c,*™ the system modified by the implementation of power control
FIG. 4 IS a flow diagram mustrating process s eps of

^^^^^^ ^^^^^ channels according to the embodiment
power control performed according to an embodiment of the

i^^.^Hon. The method and apparatus of the invention
invention,

application to all types of telecommunication systems
HG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating process steps per-

that use similar access principles, such as, for example, time
formed when generating a power control command accord-

division multiple access (TDMA) systems,
ing to an embodiment of the invention; and

Referring now to FIG. 2, therein is a block diagram of

FIG, 6 illustrates a format of a power control message portions of mobile station 114 of the embodiment of the

according to an embodiment of the invention. invention shown in FIG. 1. Mobile station 114 comprises

T^v vAii uPi nccr^Dim^inM np thp antenna 200, duplexer 202, transmit power amplifier 204,
DE 1AILED DES™ Oh 1 HE

^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ 2OS, searcher
INVbN 1 lUN receiver 210, digital data receiver 212, digital data receiver

FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of a telecommunication 214, diversity combiner/decoder 216, control processor 218,

system 100 constructed according to an embodiment of the digital vocoder 220, transmit modulator 222 and user inter-

present invention. System 100 comprises mobile station 114, 50 face 224. Antenna 200 is coupled to analog receiver 206

and an infrastructure comprising system controller and . through duplexer 202. Signals received at antenna 200 are

switch 112 and base stations 102, 104, 106, 108 and 110. A input to analog receiver 206 through duplexer 202. llie

subscriber who subscribes to service provided by the opera- received signals are then converted to baseband frequency

tor of cellular system 100 may use mobile station 114 to and then filtered and digitized in analog receiver 206 for

make and receive phone calls over trafiBc channels of a radio 55 input to digital data receiver 212, digital data receiver 214

interface, such as shown by radio interface 118 between and searcher receiver 210. The digitized baseband signal

mobile station 114 and base station 108, as the subscriber input to digital data receiver 212, digital data receiver 214

moves throughout the coverage area of cellular system 100. and searcher receiver 210 may include signals firom many

Radio interface 118 may include shared common radio ongoing calls, including control information and data trans-

access channels for mobile station to base station (reverse 60 mitted on the forward common control channel (F-CCCH),

link) transmissions and common control channels for base together with the pilot carriers transmitted by the base

station to mobile station (forward link) transmissions. The station of the cell site in which the mobile station is currently

shared reverse link random access channels may carry located, plus the pilot carriers transmitted by the base

control information or data that may be transmitted in stations in all neighboring cell sites. Digital data receiver

discrete bursts of varying lengths, depending on the appli- 65 212 and digital data receiver 214 perform conrelation on the

cation. In FIG. 1, power control is implemented on the baseband signal with a pseudo random noise (FN) sequence

shared reverse link access channel according to the inven- of a desired received signal. The output of digital data

04/26/2004, EAST Version: 1,4.1
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receivers 212 and 214 is a sequence of encoded data signals combiner/decoder 324, transmit power controller 326, digi-

from two independent paths. Searcher receiver 210 scans the tal link 328, input/out I/O 336, transmit modulator 330,

time domain around the nominal time of a received pilot control channel transmitter/modulator 320, transmit power

signal of a base station for other multi-path pilot signals amplifier 310, and antenna 304. First receiver section 332

from the same base station and for other signals transmitted 5 comprises antenna 300, analog receiver 306, searcher

from different base stations. Searcher receiver 210 measures receiver 312 and digital data receiver 314. Second receiver

the strength of any desired waveform at times other than the section 334 comprises antenna 302, analog receiver 308,

nominal time. Searcher receiver 210 generates signals to searcher receiver 316 and digital data receiver 318.

control processor 218 indicating the strengths of the mea- p^j^^ receiver section 332 and second receiver section 334
sured signals to control processor 218, provide space diversity for a single signal that may be

The encoded data signals output from digital data receiver received at both antennas 300 and 302. The signals received

212 and digital data receiver 214 are input to diversity at antenna 300 are input to analog receiver 306 where the

combiner/decoder 216, in diversity combiner/decoder 216 signal is filtered, converted to baseband frequency and
the encoded data signals are aligned and combined, and the digitized to generate a digital signal. The digital signal is

resultant data signal is then decoded using error correction
^5 then output from analog receiver 306 to searcher receiver

and input to digital vocoder 220. Digital vocoder 220 then 312 and digital data receiver 314. Searcher receiver 312
outputs information signals to the user interface 224. User scans the time domain around the received signal to verify

interface 224 may be a handset with a keypad or another that digital data receiver 314 tracks the correct signal,

type of user interface, such as a laptop computer monitor and Searcher receiver 312 may detect the access preamble that is

keyboard. 20 transmitted on the CDMA 2000 reverse pilot channel

For transmission of signals from mobile station 114, a (R-PICH) associated with a mobile station that is transmit

-

signal received at user interface 224 is input to digital ting an initial access message on an R-CCCH. The R-PICH
vocoder 220 in digital form as, for example, data or voice is a channel that is spread by a CDMA code of all zeros and

that has been converted to digital form at user interface 224. transmitted immediately before, as the access preamble, and

In digital vocoder 220 the signal is encoded and output to 25 simultaneously during an initial access probe and message

transmit modulator 222. Transmit modulator 222 Walsh on the R-CCCH, The R-PICH allows the base station to

encodes the signal and then modulates the Walsh encoded acquire the access probe message. Searcher receiver 312

signal onto a PN carrier signal, with the PN carrier sequence may also perform received power measurements on the

being the PN carrier sequence of the CDMA channel to R-PICH according to the embodiment of the invention,

which the mobile station is assigned. The PN carrier infor- 30 Control processor 322 generates the control signals for

mation is transmitted to mobile station 114 from the system digital data receiver 314 according to a signal received from

100 and transferred to control processor 218 from digital the searcher receiver 312, so that the correct signal is

data receivers 212 and 214 after being received from the received at digital data receiver 314. Digital data receiver

system. Control processor 218 sends the PN carrier infor- 314 generates the proper PN sequence necessary to decode

mation to transmit modulator 222, The PN modulated signal 35 the digital signal received from analog receiver 306 and

is then output from transmit modulator 222 to transrnit generates weighted output symbols for input to diversity

power controller 208. Transmit power controller 208 setsihe combiner/decoder 324. Antenna 302, analog receiver 308,

level of the transmission power of mobile station 114 searcher receiver 316 and digital data receiver 318 of second

according to commands received from control processor receiver section 334 function identically to the components

218. In the embodiment of the invention, the transmission 40 of first receiver section 332 to generate a second set of

power used on the reverse control channel (R-CCCH) for weighted output symbols. The weighted symbols from digi-

selected transmissions is determined by control processor tal data receiver 314 and digital data receiver 318 are then

218 according to power control commands received from combined and decoded in diversity combiner/decoder 324 to

the base station on the forward common control channel generate received digital data which is then output through

(F-CCCH), The transmission power used on the reverse pilot 45 digital link 328 and I/O 336 to system controller and switch

channel (R-PICH) associated with the R-CCCH is also 112 of FIG. 1.

determined by control processor 218 according to power When data received from system controller and switch

control commands received from the base station on the 112 is to be transmitted from base station 110 on a traffic

F-CCCH). Control processor 218 also generates commands channel, the data is received at digital link 328 over I/O 336

that set the transmission data rate, frame sizes and number 50 and sent to transmit modulator 330. Transmit modulator 330
of frames used in transmissions on the R-CCCH. The then modulates the data using the appropriate Walsh func-

commands that set transmission data rate, frame sizes and tion assigned to the mobile station to which the base station

number of frames may also be generated by control proces- is transmitting. The Walsh modulated data is then spread by

sor 218 according to control commands received from the a channel PN sequence having the appropriate time shift and

system on the F-CCCH. 55 input to transmit power controller 326. Control information

The modulated signal is then output from transmit power and data are also transmitted by base station 110 on an

controller 208 to transmit power amplifier 204 where the F-CCCH to mobile stations. Transmit power controller 326

signal is amplified and converted to an RF signal. The RF controls the transmission power of base station 110 in

signal is then output from transmit power amplifier 204 to response to control signals received from control processor

duplexer 202 and transmitted from antenna 200. eo 322. The power control commands may be generated by

Referring now to FIG. 3, therein is a block diagram of software in control processor 322, The signal output from

portions of a base station 110 of the embodiment of the transmit power controller 326 is input to transmit power

invention shown in FIG. 1. The block diagrams of any of the amplifier 310 and then transmitted from antenna 304. Base

other base stations 102, 104, 106, and 108 of FIG. 1 may be station 110 may have muhiple transmit modulator and

equivalent to that shown in FIG. 3 for base station 110. Base 65 transmit power controllers for transmitting to multiple

station 110 includes a first receiver section 332, a second mobile stations. In the embodiment of the invention, control

receiver section 334, control processor 322, diversity processor 322 includes software for generating the power
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control commands to be transmitted on an F-CCCH to ratio for both the R-CCCH and R-PICH combined. (E^y

mobile stations that are transmitting to base station 110 on N,),^„/, may be estimated from the fact that the power levels

an R-CCCH. Control processor 322 may generate these of the R-CCCH and R-PICH have a predetermined relation-

commands according to power measurement results ship. For example, in the CDMA 2000 system specification,

received from searcher receiver 312. Control processor 322 5 the transmit power on the R-PICH is one-fourth the transmit

may also generate control commands to be transmitted on an power on the R-CCCI I, P^yP^=4, (E^,),^,^/ then equals 5

F-CCCH to a mobile station to control frame size and (E^,)^;^. (E^,),^^, is then compared with a threshold

number of frames used by the mobile station on the power value, (Ei/N,),^ for R-CCCH and R-PICH combined^

R-CCCH. r at step 504. The threshold power level may be determined

In system 100. a pilot channel that may be used for 30 based on a parameter specifying a desired frame error rate

handoff measurements is generated by each base station. The (PER) and an associated probability () of the complete

pilot channel generated for each base station of system 100 transmission of M frames on the R-CCCH bemg successful,

is unique, with each pilot identified by the lime shift (or Assuming that the mobile station transmits M frames in an

phase) of the PN sequence transmitted from the particular R-CCCH traasmission, the probability of the transmission

base station rather than by a unique PN sequence. The pilot is being successful,
,
can be computed as follows:

channel for base station 110 may be generated in control

channel transmitter/modulator 320 in response to control oc = (i -pcy^f))** (0

signals generated by control processor 322. The pilot chan-

nel signal may be generated by using a Walsh code sequence

of all zeros and multiplying the Walsh code sequence by the 20 Similarly, the probability of a frame error can be derived

system PN sequence to generate a pilot channel signal as a function of and M:

having the appropriate phase for the base station 110.

Referring now to FIG. 4, therein is a flow diagram r(/^£) = i-cTr
illustrating process steps of power control performed

according to an embodiment of the invention. FIG. 4 illus-

trates steps that are performed by a mobile station (MS) and An FER of X implies that on the average P(FE)oX. In

base station (BS). In an exemplary description, the process determining (E^N^),^,^;, it is assumed that P(FE)=FER.

may be described with reference to mobile station 114 and ^-he power value (Ef/NJ,„,„; may be determined for a

base station 108 of FIG. 1. particular from a look-up table stored in memory of

The process begins at step 400 when control processor control processor 322. The look-up table may be generated

218 of mobile station 114 determines that it is necessary for by quantifying the worst case required received (E^,),^^,

mobile station 114 to transmit control information or data to to achieve a particular FER and its associated on a single

base station 108 on an R-CCCH. At step 402, control path Rayleigh fading channel.

processor 218 generates the appropriate control signals to if, at step 504, it is determined that {^J^^ total ^ l^ss than'

transmit modulator 222, so that an initial access probe is (E^,),^ the process moves to step 508. At step 508, control

transmitted to base station 108. The access probe is trans- processor 322 generates a power control command that

mi tted as a CDMA 2000 access probe at successively higher includes a parameter set to a value that instructs mobile

power until base station 108 acknowledges receipt of the station 114 to increase the total transmit power such that

access probe. The access probe includes a preamble and an ^h^^tmai for the control information or data transmission

access probe message./ on the R-CCCH plus the level on the R-PICH is close to the

Next, at step 404, searcher receiver 312/316 of base level of (E^/N,)^. If, however, at step 504 it is determined

station 110 detects the preamble of the access probe and that (E^/N,),^,^, is greater than (E^/N,),^ the process moves

measures the received power, the parameter P^^ on the to step 506. At step 506, control processor 322 generates a

R-PICH and transfers the measurement results to control 45 power control command that includes a parameter set to a

processor 322. Data contained in the access probe message value that instructs mobile station 114 to decrease the total

is also received and transferred to control processor 322. transmit power such that (E^yNJtwl for the control infor-

This data includes a data parameter indicating how much mation or data transmission on the R-CCCH plus the level

control information or data mobUe station U4 needs to on the R-PICH is close to the level of (E^,),^. The process

transmit on the R-CCCH. The data parameter may indicate 50 then ends at step 510 and returns to step 408 of FIG. 4.

the number M of frames toabe transmitted in a burst or Alternatively, control processor 322 could generate a

transmission. Next, at step 406, a power control (PC) power control command that indicates the direction, up or

command is generated in base station 108. Control processor down, of an incremental change in traasmission power to be

322 may generate the PC command by the process illus- made at the mobile station to move the transmission power

trated in FIG. 5. 5S in a desired direction.

Referring now to FIG. 5, therein is a flow diagram Next, referring again to FIG. 4, at step 408, control

illustrating process steps performed when generating a processor 322 generates the appropriate commands to con-

power control command according to an embodiment of the trol channel transmit modulator and power controller 320, so

invention. FIG. 5 illustrates process steps performed by that the power control command is transmitted to mobile

control processor 322 based on the received power, P^^ on 60 station 114 on the F-CCCH. In the embodiment, because the

the R-PICH. The process begins at step 500. At step 502, F-CCCH is shared by multiple mobile stations operating in

control processor 322 calculates the power value i^J^^pUot^ the system, the power control message on the F-CCCH may
from the parameter P^^ where E^ is the energy per bit on the include information identifying mobile station 114 as the

R-PICH and N, is the effective noise power spectral density mobile station to which the power control command is

on the channel. From (E^N,) -/^, control processor 322 then 65 addressed. In the embodiment of the invention, 5 msec, 10

calculates the power value (E//N,),o,^,, which is the com- msec and 20 msec frames are available on the F-CCCH to

bined energy per bit/effective noise power spectral density carry the power control message. The identifying informa-
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tion may be the electronic serial number (ESN) of the mobile

station to which the power control is addressed.

Alternatively, another identifying field, such as the interna-

tional mobile station identity (IMSI), may be used. FIG. 6

illustrates a possible format for the power control message. 5

Next, at step 410, mobile station 114 receives the power

control message on the F-CCCH. Control processor 218

then generates the appropriate commands to transmit power

controller 208, so that the control informati;pn, or data

transmission is begun at the appropriate power level. At step
jq

412, a determination is made as to whether or not power

control is to be continued for the next succeeding power

control period. The power control period may be set as equal

to the smallest frame size available on the F-CCCH, to give

the smallest increments in power control resolution. The

power control measurements may be made on the R-PICH

at, for example, the rate of every 5 msec, even though the

R-CCCH is carrying the transmission in 20 msec frames. If

other mobile stations are simultaneously involved in the

power control process, the power control provided for a

particular mobile station could be increased to, for example,

every two 5 msec frames. In the embodiment, the power

control will continue until the complete control information

or data transmission of M frames is finished.

If at step 412 it is determined that the power control is not
^5

to be continued, the process moves to step 422 and ends. If,

however, it is determined that the power control is to be

continued, the process moves to step 414. At step 414,,

searcher receiver 312 measures the power on the R-PICH.

Next, at step 418, control processor 322 generates the

appropriate power control commands as per FIG. 5. At step

416, control processor 322 generates the appropriate com-

mands to control channel transmit modulator and power

controller 320, so that the power control command is trans-

mitted to mobile station 114 on the F-CCCH. The power/

control command generated at step 416 is formatted the

same as the power control command generated at step 408.

At step 420, mobile station 114 receives the power control

message on the F-CCCH. Control processor 218 then gen-

erates the appropriate commands to transmit power control- 4Q

ler 208, so that the control information or data transmission

is continued at the appropriate level for the next time period

equal to the power control period. Steps 412-420 are then

repeated until the control information or data transmission of

M frames is completed on the R-CCCH. In the embodiment
45

using 5 msec frame on the F-CCCH, steps 412-420 will be

repeated every 5 msec or at the rate of 200 Hz until the

process is complete.

The method and apparatus has application to any tele-

communication system in which mobile stations transmit in 50

bursts on a common channel to the system.

Thus, while the invention has been particularly shown and

described with respect to preferred embodiments thereof, it

will be understood by those skilled in the art that changes in

form and scope may be made thereon without departing 55

from the scope and spirit of the invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for controlling the transmission power of a

transmission from a mobile station to a base station on a first

channel in a telecommunication system, wherein said first 60

channel is shared by a plurality of mobile stations, said

method comprising the steps of:

(a) measuring a first parameter value on a second channel,

the second channel having a predetermined power

relationship with the first channel, and determining a 65

first power value from said first parameter at the base

station;
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(b) determining a second power value from at least a

second parameter, said second parameter indicating a

desired performance level for the transmission on the

first channel;

(c) comparing said first power value and said second

power value, and determining a third parameter value

based on said predetermined power relationship and

said comparison between said first power value and

said second power value at the base station, said third

parameter value for controlling transmission power of

the mobile station in said first channel; and

(d) transmitting a message from the base station to the

mobile station on a third channel, formed of a common
control channel, said message including said third

parameter value, said common control channel used by

the base station upon which to transmit to said plurality

of mobile stations.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein step (b) comprises

determining a second power value from a desired fame error

rate and a number M of frames to be transmitted in the

transmission on the first channel.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein said second power

value comprises a threshold E^/N, value.

4. An apparatus for controlling the transmission powder at

a transmission from a mobile station in a telecommunication

system having a reverse channel and a forward shared

channel shared by a plurality of mobile stations, said appa-

ratus comprising:

a base station comprising:

a receiver for measuring a first parameter on a mea-

surement channel associated with the reverse

channel, the measurement channel having a

predetermined, power relationship with the reverse

channel;

a processor coupled to said receiver, said processor for

determining a first power value from at least a

second parameter, said second parameter indicating

a desired performance level for the transmission on

the reverse channel and for determining a second

power value from said first parameter measured by

said receiver, said processor, further, for comparing

said first power value and said second power value,

determining a third parameter based on said prede-

termined power relationship and said comparison

between said first power value and said second

power value, said third parameter for controlling

transmission power of the mobile station on the

reverse channel and generating a message including

said third parameter; and

a transmitter for transmitting said message to the

mobile station on the forward shared channel.

5. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein said receiver com-

prises a first receiver, said processor comprises a first

processor and said transmitter comprises a first transmitter,

and wherein said apparatus further comprises:

a second receiver for receiving said message on the

forward channel and generating a signal, including said

third parameter;

a second processor for receiving said signal from said

receiver and generating a power control signal accord-

ing to said third parameter; and

a second transmitter coupled to said second said power
control signal and transmitting a transmission to said

first receiver on the reverse channel, wherein an initial

power level for said transmission is set according to

said third parameter.
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6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein said processor

determines said first power value from a desired frame error

rate and a number M of frames to be transmitted,

7. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein said first power value

comprises a threshold E^N, value.

8. A method for controlling the transmission power of a

transmission from a mobile station to a base station on a first

channel in a telecommunication system, wherein said first

channel is shared by a plurality of mobile stations, said

method comprising the steps of:

(a) measuring a first parameter value on a second channel

and determining a first power value from said first

parameter at the base station, the second channel hav-

ing a predetermined power relationship with the first

channel;

(b) determining a second power value from at least a

second parameter, said second parameter indicating a

desired performance level for the transmission on the

first channel;

(c) comparing said first power value and said second

power value, and determining a third parameter value

based on said predetermined power relationship and

said comparison between said first power value and

said second power value at the base station, said third

parameter value for a)n trolling transmission power of

the mobile station in said first channel;

(d) transmitting a message from the base station to the

mobile station on a third channel, said message includ-

ing said third parameter value, and said third channel 39

comprising a common control channel over which the

base station transmits to said plurality of mobile sta-

tions; and

(e) transmitting a transmission from the mobile station to

the base station on said first channel, wherein an initial 35

power level for said transmission is set according to

said third parameter.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein step (d) further

comprises transmitting said message in a frame having a

length, and wherein said method further comprises the steps 40

of:

repeating steps (a), (c) and (d), at a rate that is a function

of said length during said transmission from said

mobile station to said length during said transmission

from said mobile station to said base station; and

setting a subsequent power level for said transmission

from said mobile station according to said third param-

eter generated on each repetition of steps (a), (c) and

(d).

10. A method for controlling the transmission power of a

transmission from a mobile station to a base station on a first

channel in a telecommunication system, wherein said first

channel is shared by a plurality of mobile stations, said

method comprising the steps of;

(a) measuring a first parameter value on a second channel

and determining a first power value from said first

parameter at the base station, the second channel hav-

ing a predetermined power relationship with the first

channel;

(b) determining a second power value from at least a

second parameter, said second parameter indicating a

desired performance level for the transmission on the

first channel;

(c) comparing said first power value and said second 65

power value, and determining a third parameter value

based on said predetermined power relationship and

50

55

60

said comparison between said first power value and

said second power value at the base station, said third

parameter value for controlling transmission power of

the mobile station in said first channel; and

(d) transmitting a message from the base station to the

mobile station on a third channel, said message, form-

ing a frame including identifying information for the

mobile station and including said third parameter value,

and said third channel comprising a common control

channel over which the base station transmits to said

plurality of mobile stations.

11. A method for controlling the transmission power of a

transmission from a mobile station to a base station on a first

channel in a telecommunication system, wherein said first

channel is shared by a plurality of mobile stations, said

method comprising the steps of:

(a) measuring a received power on a second channel and

determining, therefrom a measured value for said

first channel and said second channel, combined, at the

base station, the second channel having a predeter-

mined power relationship with the first channel;

(b) determining a threshold E^/N, value for said first

channel and said second channel, combined, from at

least a desired frame error rate, said desired frame error

rate indicating a desired performance level for the

transmission on the first channel;

(c) comparing said threshold E^, value with said mea-
sured Ej/N, value, and determining a third parameter

value based on said predetermined power relationship

and said comparison between said threshold E^,
value and said measured E^, value at the base station,

said third parameter value for controlling transmission

power of the mobile station in said first channel; and

(d) transmitting a message from the base station to the

mobile station on a third channel, said message includ-

ing said third parameter value, and said third channel

comprising a common control channel over which the

base station transmits to said plurality of mobile sta-

tions.

12. A method for controlling the transmission power of a

transmission from a mobile station to a base station on a

random access channel in a CDMA system, wherein said

random access channel is shared by a plurality of mobile

stations, said method comprising the steps of:

(a) measuring a first parameter value on a pilot channel

and determining a first power value from said first

parameter at the base station, a predetermined relation-

ship existing between transmission power levels of said

random access channel and said pilot channel, the pilot

channel having a predetermined power relationship

with the random access channel;

(b) determining a second power value from at least a

second parameter, said second parameter indicating a

desired performance level for the transmission on the

random access channel;

(c) comparing said first power value and said second

power value, and determining a third parameter value

based on said predetermined power relationship and

said comparison between said first power value and

said second power value at the base station, said third

parameter value for controlling transmission power of

the mobile station in the random access channel; and

(d) transmitting a message from the base station to the

mobile station on a third channel, said message includ-

ing said third parameter value, and said third channel

comprising a common control channel over which the

base station transmits to said plurality of mobile sta-

tions.
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13. The method of claim 12, wherein step (a) comprises

measuring a first parameter value on said pilot channel at

least during transmission of an access probe on said random

access channel and determining a first power value from said

first parameter value and, wherein step (b) comprises receiv- 5

ing at least a second parameter value on said random access

channel during transmission of said access probe on said

random access channel and determining a second power

value from said at least a second parameter, said at least a

second parameter indicating a desired performance level for

the transmission on the first channel.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein step (d) further

comprises transmitting said message in a frame having a

length, and wherein said method further comprises the steps

of:

repeating steps (a), (c) and (d), at a rate that is a function

of said length.

15. An apparatus for controlling the transmission power at

a transmission from a mobile station in a telecommunication

system having a reverse channel and a forward channel

shared by a plurality of mobile stations, said apparatus

comprising:

a base station comprising:

a first receiver for measuring a first parameter on a

measurement channel associated with the reverse

channel, the measurement channel having a prede-

termined power relationship with the reverse chan-

nel;

a first processor coupled to said first receiver, said first

processor for determining a first power value from at 30

least a second parameter, said second parameter

indicating a desired performance level for the trans-

mission on the reverse channel and for determining

a second power value from said first parameter

measured by said first receiver, said first processor, 35

further, for comparing said first power value and said

second power value, determining a third parameter

based on said power relationship and said compari-

son of said first power value and said second power

value, said third parameter for controlling transmis- 40

sion power of the mobile station on the reverse

channel and generating a message including said

third parameter;

a first transmitter for transmitting said message, formed

of a frame having a frame length, to the mobile 45

station on the forward channel, wherein said first

receiver, first processor and first transmitter repeat-

edly generate said message including said third

parameter at a rate that is a function of said length

during said transmission from said second transmit- 50

ter to said first receiver on the reverse channel, and

wherein, for each repetition, said third parameter

indicates a power level for readjusting said transmis-

sion subsequent to said initial power level;

said apparatus further comprising: 55

a second receiver for receiving said message on the

forward channel and generating a signal, including

said third parameter;

a second processor for receiving said signal from said

receiver and generating a power control signal 60

according to said third parameter; and

a second transmitter coupled to said second processor

to receive indications of said power control signal

and transmitting a transmission to said first receiver

on the reverse channel, wherein an initial power 65

level for said transmission is set according to said

third parameter.

16. An apparatus for controlling the transmission power at

a transmission from a mobile station in a telecommunication

system having a reverse channel and a forward channel

shared by a plurality of mobile stations, said apparatus

comprising:

a base station comprising:

a first receiver for measuring a first parameter on a

measurement channel associated with the reverse

channel, the measurement channel having a prede-

termined power relationship with the reverse chan-

nel;

a first processor coupled to said receiver, said first

processor for determining a first power value from at

least a second parameter, said second parameter

indicating a desired performance level for the trans-

mission on the reverse channel and for determining

a second power value firom said first parameter

measured by said first receiver, said first processor,

further, for comparing said first power value and said

second power value, determining a third parameter

based on said power relationship and said compari-

son of said first power value and said second power

value, said third parameter for controlling transmis-

sion power of the mobile station on the reverse

channel and generating a message including said

third parameter; and

a first transmitter for transmitting said message to the

mobile station on the forward channel, said message

comprising a frame including identifying informa-

tion;

said apparatus further comprising:

a second receiver for receiving said message on the

forward channel and generating a signal, including

said third parameters.

17. An apparatus for controlling the transmission power at

a transmission from a mobile station in a telecommunication

system having a reverse channel and a forward channel

shared by a plurality of mobile stations, said apparatus

comprising:

a base station comprising:

a first receiver for measuring a received power on a

measurement channel associated with the reverse

channel, the measurement channel having a prede-

termined power relationship with the reverse chan-

nel;

a first processor coupled to said receiver, said first pro-

cessor for determining a threshold value for said

reverse channel and said measurement channel,

combined, from at least a second parameter, said sec-

ond parameter indicating a desired performance level

for the transmiSvSion on the reverse channel and for

determining a measured EJN^ value for said reverse

channel and said measurement channel, combined,

value from said first parameter measured by said first

receiver, said first processor, further, for comparing

said first threshold value and said measured E^/N,

value, determining a third parameter based on said

predetermined power relationship and said comparison

of said said first threshold E^/N, value and said mea-

sured E^, value, said third parameter for controlling

transmission power of the mobile station on the reverse

channel and generating a message including said third

parameter;

a transmitter for transmitting said message to the

mobile station on the forward channel;
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said apparatus further comprising: said power relationship and said comparison of said

a second receiver for receiving said message on the first power value and said second power value, said

forward channel and generating a signal, including third parameter for controlling transmission power
said third parameter; of the mobile station on the random access channel

a second processor for receiving said signal from said ^ and generating a message including said third param-

receiver and generating a power control signal accord- eter; and

ing to said third parameter; and a transmitter for transmitting said message to the

a second transmitter for receiving said power control mobile station on the forward channel,

signal and transmitting a transmission to said first 19. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein said first receiver

receiver on the reverse channel, wherein an initial 10 measures said first parameter on said pilot channel at least

power level for said transmission is set according to ^^^^^^ transmission of an access probe from said second
said third parameter.

transmitter on said random access channel and receives at

18. An apparatus for controlling the transmission power at
j^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ parameter in said access probe, said at least

a transmission from a mobile station m a CDMA system
^ ^^^^ parameter indicating a desired performance level

having a random access channel and a rorward channel ^ * • • *u j l i j
T , I L i

• J . tor the transmission on the random access channel, and
shared by a plurality of mobile stations, said apparatus .--j j.- n

.
.'

^

^ wherein said processor determmes said first power value
comprising.

^^^^ ^^.^ j^^^ second parameter received in said access
a base station comprising:

orobe
a receiver for measuring a first parameter on a pilot ^

' iq
, • . J -Tl J i_ 1 20 20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein said message

channel associated with the random access channel,
, j u c . . -l • c.... , . . J » J transmitted by said first transmitter comprises a frame

the pilot channel havmg a predetermined power . . . . . . • j c • c

relationship with the reverse channel;
^ and wherem said first receiver first pro-

a processor coupled to said receiver, said processor for
^^^"^^ transmitter repeatedly generate said message

determining a first power value from at least a
including said third parameter at a rate that is a function of

second parameter, said second parameter indicating said length during said transmission from said second trans-

a desired performance level for the transmission on mi"er to said first receiver on the reverse channel, and

the random access channel and for determining a wherein, for each repetition, said third parameter indicates a

second power value from said first parameter mea- power level for adjusting said transmission subsequent to

sured by said receiver, said processor, further, for said initial power level,

comparing said first power value and said second
"^^

power value, determining a third parameter based on * * * *
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